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Amber gill hair transformation



FANS can't get over Amber Gill's transformation as she trades her trademark hair for a slimmer look. Here's how the Love Island star reformed her locks... Amber Gill transformed her lookCredit: Getty Images - Getty How did Amber Gill transform her hair? On October 10, 2019, Amber surprised fans when
she looked unrecognizable after ditching her signature long-haired curls at her MissPap launch. Instead she was sporting a brand new hair to do for the occasion. Love Island fans are used to seeing her with a large mane of golden curls But for her big launch, she opted for a long wig with dark, tumbling
waves. Fans used to see Amber with her trademark curly hairCredit: Splash News Can I copy Amber Gill's new look? You sure - but you need to make sure you have the right wig to suit your face and head shape. The best wigs should look natural and, because they've come such a long way, this is
actually easier than you might think on a very affordable budget. Whatever wig you decide to go for, the key to making it look good is adjusting it. Don't be afraid to braid, braid, style, or even cut. A little insider trick? Add foundation to the hairline to make it mix better with your skin. We have chosen the
best wigs to take your hairstyle from simple to statement in seconds. Love Island's Amber Gill's 'mystery man' is revealed as model Jon HoskingLove Island Amber is 'sick of disturbing' trolls making fun of weight gainTake on Fabulous Challenges in support of Jo's Cervical Cancer TrustLove Island Amber
Gill reveals she's desperate to a stone to lose in LockdownLove Island's Amber Gill viciously trolled after getting a stone in LockdownInside Love Island favorites' mega-money mansions that rival the villaCelebs like Molly-Mae Hague &amp; Jess Wright posing with horses in the latest Insta rageLove
Island's Amber Gill is drenched as she dances in the rainsLoven island winner Amber Gill' set for Strictly Come Dancing appearance'Amber Gill slams ex Greg O'Shea as 'pathetic' after he replies to her tweet Which other celebrities wear wigs? Well you may not know it, but many stars choose a wig to
blend their style. Kim Kardashian is known for its use, and often goes from long straight hair to a slim bob. Her sister Kylie Jenner steps up a notch and wears an array of multicolored wigs. Fellow reality star Chloe Ferry also opts for a fake hair. Wigs are a good alternative to hair extensions that can often
pull on the hair and cause damage. Love Island's Amber Gill has been showing off her latest hair transformation - and her new style is sure to impress fans. Amber, who won the 2019 series of Love Island with Greg O'Shea, shared a photo op of herself in a car with her new black and blonde braided
hairstyle, with the caption the Face like ooo. TV presenter and Gogglebox star Scarlett Moffatt left a series of hearts and heart eye emojis on the post, while fans commented that she looks perfect and beautiful. She then shared another photo of outside in Ibiza, where she showed how long her new style
is. She drew even more compliments, with fellow Love Island stars Eve Gale, Harley Brash and Yewande Biala all sharing their love for Amber and her new look in the comments section. @amberrosegillInstagram Related: Love Island's Molly-Mae reveals new hairstyleThis isn't the first time Amber has
opted for a change of curls she rocked on the show, as she debuted longer waves at the launch of her first clothing range in October. Amber split with Greg just a month after the pair won Love Island last summer and fans were furious when rumours spread that Greg had dumped Amber by text. I still
wanted it to work and there was a phone call a few days before chatting, not specifically to make it. But certainly on that day [the relationship ended], it was like a text, she said on Loose Women last year. Amber added: 'Basically all I wanted was a little effort from him to come and see me and I was just
like, 'Oh, I'm going to have to give up if you don't put the effort in' and then he was like, 'Okay, bye'. However, Greg has denied that the relationship ended that way, saying in an interview with Goss.ie: There was so much more going on. We were in person, we were FaceTiming, there was phone calls
back and forth and then only one thing comes out. There's no point in fighting it, because you're just fighting a losing battle. He added at the time that he and Amber have spoken since, saying that there were no hard feelings between them and that they both probably could have handled the situation
better. Love Island airs on ITV2. Digital Spy now has a newsletter - sign up to get it straight to your inbox. Looking for more TV recommendations and discussion? Visit our Facebook group to see new choices every day and chat with other readers about what they're watching now. This content is created
and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. Perhaps you can find out more about this and similar content on piano.io fans can't get over Amber Gill's transformation as she trades her trademark hair for a slimmer look. Here's how the Love Island
star reformed her locks... Amber Gill transformed her lookCredit: Getty Images - Getty How did Amber Gill transform her hair? On October 10, 2019, Amber surprised fans when she looked unrecognizable after ditching her signature long-haired curls at her MissPap launch. Instead she was sporting a
brand new hair to do for the occasion. Love Island fans are used to seeing her with a large mane of golden curls But for her big launch, she opted for a long wig with dark, tumbling waves. Fans used to see Amber with her trademark curly Splash News Can I copy Amber Gill's new look? You sure - but you
need to make sure you have the right wig to suit your face and head shape. The best wigs should look and, if they've come such a long way, this is actually easier than you might think on a very affordable budget. Whatever wig you decide to go for, the key to making it look good is adjusting it. Don't be
afraid to braid, braid, style, or even cut. A little insider trick? Add foundation to the hairline to make it mix better with your skin. We have chosen the best wigs to take your hairstyle from simple to statement in seconds. Love Island's Amber Gill's 'mystery man' is revealed as model Jon HoskingLove Island
Amber is 'sick of disturbing' trolls making fun of weight gainTake on Fabulous Challenges in support of Jo's Cervical Cancer TrustLove Island Amber Gill reveals she's desperate to lose a stone in LockdownLove Island's Amber brutally trolled after getting a stone during LockdownInside Love Island
favorites' mega-money mansions that rival the villaCelebs as Molly-Mae Hague &amp; Jess Wright posing with horses in the Insta's latest Insta rageLove Island's Amber Gill gets soaked as she dances in the rainsLoven island winner Amber Gill' set for Strictly Come Dancing appearance'Amber Gill slams
ex Greg O'Shea as 'pathetic' after he responds to her tweet What other celebrities wear wigs? Well you may not know it, but many stars choose a wig to blend their style. Kim Kardashian is known for its use, and often goes from long straight hair to a slim bob. Her sister Kylie Jenner steps up a notch and
wears an array of multicolored wigs. Fellow reality star Chloe Ferry also opts for a fake hair. Wigs are a good alternative to hair extensions that can often pull on the hair and cause damage. Love Island 2019 winner Amber Gill has a new hairstyle and it's safe to say her familiar curls are long gone. The
reality star shared a stunning selfie and revealed her new 'do in a sleek long ponytail.1 of 69CREDIT: ITVFrom Love Island 2018 winners Dani Dyer and Jack Fincham to Casa Amor's Savannah Darnell and Kaz Crossley, here's what all the islanders are doing now... Hundreds of her followers praised her
new look, with one person writing, Hair goals . Another commented, Love your hair straight x. Someone else wrote: You are so beautiful. Loving your new hair are so gap. ❤️. A fourth said: Loving this photo, fabulously Stunning Amber I love the different hair styles every now &amp; again. Another
added, Honestly love your hair like this ❤️x. Despite splitting from Greg O'Shea weeks after winning Love Island, Amber is still her best life. In fact, she reportedly became a millionaire shortly after her stint on the reality show because of her deal with Miss Pap.Amber isn't the only Islander to recently
switch her hairstyle; last week Amy Hart's Instagram followers branded her 'unrecognisable' when Showed off her new hair - a platinum blonde waist length wig. She then wowed fans again when she stepped out wearing a purple waist length wig. Love Island winner Amber Gill stunned guests at her
clothing launch and showed up with a one different hairstyle as she arrived at the star studded party on Thursday. The TV star ditched her luscious blonde curls for a dark wig styled with tumbling waves - and we love it! She celebrated her new MissPap clothing line, and was joined by a host of her fellow
contestants. Dressed in silver embellished mini dress - no doubt from her own collection - Amber certainly drew attention at the exclusive bash. Amber Gill at the launch of her clothes on Thursday This summer, the 22-year-old was crowned champion of Love Island 2019 alongside Greg O'Shea, winning
half of the £50,000 prize money. And since then, she's had several campaigns. In a recent interview, Amber revealed that she would continue to work as a beautician and hairdresser. I will definitely keep working with my aunt, she told Closer Magazine. We still have the salon, and I'll build that - the goal
would be to open a few more salons together. That was the idea for Love Island, so hopefully we'll see what we can do. READ: Everything you need to know about Love Island's winter edition Asked what she would do with all her profits, she replied: I'll probably treat myself a bit, but I'm going to invest
and be careful with it. Elsewhere, Amber makes the most of her time after her divorce from Gregg. Speaking to MailOnline ahead of her clothing line launch, Amber revealed that she has not kept in touch with the rugby player. I have no contact with him. I don't think [fomenting] the romance is on the cards,
she said. Amber said at this point: To be honest, I don't really have time to go out with anyone. I'm happy with all the work I have. MORE: Susanna Reid reveals Kevin Clifton was the victim of this strictly 'curse' Like this story? Sign up for our newsletter to deliver other stories like this directly to your inbox.
Inbox.
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